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Direct starter DC 24 V, 8-32A - Direct starter combination
15kW 3RA6400-1EB42

Siemens
3RA6400-1EB42
4011209714908 EAN/GTIN

833,39 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

DOL starter DC 24 V, 8-32A 3RA6400-1EB42 Type of motor starter DOL starter, with short-circuit release, type of voltage for actuation DC, rated operational power at AC-3,
230 V, 3-phase 7500kW, rated operational power at AC-3, 400 V 15kW, rated operational current Ie 32A, overload release current setting 8 ... 32A, number of auxiliary contacts
as NO contact 0, number of auxiliary contacts as NC contact 0, ambient temperature, upper limit without restrictions 40°C, tripping class adjustable, connection type main
circuit screw connection, design electrical connection for auxiliary and control circuit screw connection, Type of coordination according to IEC 60947-4-3 class 2, number of
indicator lights 3, degree of protection (IP) IP20, degree of protection (NEMA) other, supports protocol for other bus systems, width 45mm, height 170mm, depth 165mm,
SIRIUS compact starter direct starter for IO-Link 690 V DC 24 V 8...32 A IP20 Main circuit connection: screw connection Control circuit connection: screw connection compact
abbr weig for IO-Link SIRIUS 3RA64 for direct starting of standard three-phase motors up to 32 A. The devices combine the functions of circuit breakers, contactors and
electronic overload relays and have a very high level of operational reliability. A small variance simplifies the logistics. The compact design saves space in the control cabinet.
The devices can be integrated into the Totally Integrated Automation concept via the integrated IO-Link interface and supply extensive diagnostic data to the higher-level
controller. Thanks to detachable clamps, easy replacement is possible. The devices are approved worldwide (eg IEC and UL/CSA). The compact starters are available as
direct or reversing starters and are available with different setting ranges. Designed for DC operation, they are available with screw or spring-type terminals. In addition to the
3RA68 infeed system, operator panels, auxiliary contacts and terminals as well as connecting cables are available. Simple, efficient, always up-to-date - the SIRIUS modular
system.
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